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Qur'an has explained clearly about the laws of inheritance division, but still exist in a society that has its own rules which the party may be have a benefit for their own community. At Ranubedali of Ranuyoso of Lumajang district prefers to the division form of inheritance children in the form of wills, with di sharing model between women and men, they get uneven shared of inheritance, wich more women priority in getting probate assets.

Based on this reality, then researchers then formulate the problems that need to be studied to know: a). how are the systems of division of property through wills institutions to prioritize women at Ranubedali of Ranuyoso of Lumajang district?. b). how are the prioritize women's division of property in maslahah mursalah perspective?. by the aim is to know the systems maslahah mursalah perspective.

This study uses several steps and include in the type of qualitative empirical research, which aims to understand the phenomenon of what is experienced by the subject, including the type of research and field research, which trying to examine or to conduct the observational studies. While the source of the data in this study include to primary data that taken through interviews to the community and community leaders also secondary data which is then processed and presented descriptively.

The results of this research showed that: a). Community of Ranubedali village choose to use the institutional division of property through a testament because parents worry brothers quarrel because inheritance problems when they have been passed away. b). can be understood that the customs of the people using the testament that will have approved and deemed better values in society. Then the distribution of treasure with women priority are seen either and have benefit rather than damage to the judgment of women who fell weak and deserves to be prioritized in order not to make trouble in life that bring benefit and avoid difficulty.